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Our sustainability approach
‘‘Your world. Your way.’’ - and our commitment to it 

Message from the Chief Executive Officervii

The rapid development of information and communication technologies (ICT) in recent years has profoundly redefined 
the way we live and work – bringing as it has unprecedented efficiency, convenience and enjoyment to our lives. As a 
communications provider, we are proud to have been, and continue to be, a part of this continuing technological revolution. 

At AIS, valuing our people, the environment and society is an integral part of the way we have done business over the 
last 20 years or so – and we have strived to take account of them in our decision-making. However, we have always 
desired to go beyond simply responding to issues as they arise: through our capabilities as a network provider, our 
deepest wish is to be able to truly inspire people, from all walks of life – and empower them to improve their lives and 
businesses in meaningful ways. We now recognize that the time has come for us to take our aspirations for sustainability 
to an even higher level – and are wholeheartedly committed to achieve this larger goal. 

Certainly, this year, we believe we have been living our brand vision, always seeking to provide our customers with the 
‘best customer experience’ by developing quality and innovative products that are personalized to meet their needs. 
As we move into 2013, we look forward to introducing our customers to even more cutting-edge products and services 
crafted to help them meet their true potential.

Over the course of 12 years, we have continued to focus our efforts on the four core values of responsibility to the 
environment, responsibility to consumers, responsibility to employees, and social contribution and community 
development. However, in recognition of the fact that our long-term success is becoming more intimately connected to 
our relationships with our key stakeholders as well as the environment, we decided this year to further develop our formal 
sustainability strategy, and publish our very first sustainability report. The process involved expanding our sustainability 
strategy beyond our original four core values to cover the five focus areas included in this report.
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Our sustainability strategy is based around our key stakeholders who, apart from our customers, are the community 
(both the communities in which we operate, as well as society at large), our partners (contractors, dealers and other 
business partners), our people, and the environment. 

We are aware of how important it is to understand the needs of the communities in which we operate, in a strategic, 
integrated and systematic manner, and to develop appropriate responses to meet those needs. While this is something 
we do on an ongoing basis, we are working on developing tools and methods to improve our performance in this area – 
particularly with our 3G roll-out activities. We are also committed to leveraging our communications strengths to respond 
to the larger societal issue of education in Thailand, and plan to launch our exciting flagship program later this year.

At the same time, we are working on preparing our organization for the future, both by building visionary leaders 
and creating opportunities for our people to continually learn and develop in order to spearhead AIS’ sustainability  
initiatives – and potentially help to shape Thailand’s sustainability agenda in the future.

We also understand the importance of our partners to our business throughout our operations. Very often, our partners 
indirectly represent us among our customers, the communities in which we operate, and broader stakeholders. For this 
reason, we believe that it is important for us to share in the responsibility for their behavior and performance as they 
work with us, and are currently looking for ways to formalize this. The importance of building sustainable partnerships 
with our contractors is heightened with the current expansion of our 3G network, whereby contractors are beginning 
to enter into new communities to build the necessary infrastructure. Recognizing that our partners also need to grow 
as we grow, we will continue to deepen and expand the technical, soft, and practical skill-sharing that we have already 
successfully implemented with Telewiz, our exclusive channel for products and services provision.

Last, but not least, our sustainability vision captures our wish to contribute to greening our future. We are committed to 
doing what we can to minimize our impact on the environment in our operations, while also enabling our customers to 
do the same. This will be accomplished through continuously innovating and developing environmentally-conscious 
products and services, as well as further developing our well-known “Green Network”, which focuses on energy-saving 
and renewable energy at base stations.

In this report, we set out our sustainability vision and strategy – what we have done to date and how we are continuing 
to work toward achieving them. We know that there is still a very long way to go, but want to share this next step in our 
journey toward sustainability with you, our stakeholder, and look forward to continuing on this road together, so that 
we can, to the best of our ability, connect your world to our common future.

Mr. Wichian Mektrakarn
Chief Executive Officer


